
S2250
PROGRAMMABLE SKIP TWIN 

NEEDLE UNIT

view more

https://www.vibemac.com/s2250-skip-twin-needle-corner/


The S2250 merges PLC and corner models in a unique machine. Thanks to the digital touch screen 
panel it is possible to switch easily between the two modes.
This unit uses a versatile 2 split needle bar sewing head reflecting the philosophy of Vi.Be.Mac. 
flexibility 100%.
The PLC mode allows to create any 1-2 needle sequence, being able to perform up to 4 different 
operations. Changing the sequence is easy and quick, this sequence can be varied by the operator at 
any moment for stylistic/fashion or production reasons.
The advantages of replacing two or more 1-2 needle standard machines with one S2250 are numerous. 
There will be a drastic saving in terms of: number of operators, number of helpers necessary to move 
the garment, space in the production line, energy/air consumptions, spare parts consumption.

 • Thread trimmer

 • Special compensative pressure foot: divided in 2 parts to adapt to every kind of fabric

 • Innovative thread catcher: with thread vacuum system

 • Pneumatic pressure foot lifter

 • New design of the stand: with a special cylinder inside the column that makes machine floating 
for easy adjustment in height

 • Optional needle gauges: 1/8” (3.2 mm) - 3/16” (4.8 mm) - 5/16” (8 mm) - 3/8” (9.5 mm) 
1/2” (12.7 mm)

FEATURES

FLEXIBILITY

OPERATOR 
FRIENDLY

EFFICIENCY
Max Sewing Speed Stitching Length Standard Needle Gauge

3000 rpm from 0.5 to 4.5 mm 1/4” (6.4 mm)

Sewing Head Power Requirement Air Consumption

Vi.Be.Mac. 220 V Single-Phase 50/60 Hz  3 L/min

The accessories described here may not be included in the price of the machine. Please refer to the commercial documents for information on prices and conditions.

PROGRAMMABLE SKIP TWIN NEEDLE UNIT & CORNER

S2250



Corner mode

Programmable corner function that 
permits the operator to do right or 

left corners

Innovative thread catcher

Pneumatic thread catcher to avoid 
thread showing at the start

Compensative presser foot

Extra pressure also on multiple 
layers of fabric, less flexure, besides 

a lower barycenter

Corner mode

Innovative thread catcher

Compensative presser foot



VI.BE.MAC. S.p.A.

Società soggetta a direzione e coordinamento di Jack Europe S.à.r.l.

Via Monte Pastello, 7/i - 37057 San Giovanni Lupatoto (VR), Italy

vibemac@vbm-grp.com - sales@vbm-grp.com - customercare@vbm-grp.com

Tel. +39 045 8778151 / 8778152

www.vibemac.com
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